
the existing education standards 
[1, 2] specify high competent require-
ments for the qualification level of 
engineers (specialists) and Bachelors in 
“civil Engineering.” the first level of 
the 2-tier higher professional education 
system involves the Bachelor qualifica-
tion in accordance to the standards [2], 
identifying (in comparison with engineer 
qualification) the reduction of: 

• total study time;  
• in-class learning hours to total 

discipline hours, including core profes-
sional course hours. in this case, the 
ssd (self-study development) hours are 
increased including the performance 
of tests, calculation in graphics, term 
papers, term projects and final qualifica-
tion project (fQP).   

Based on experience synthesis and 
analysis of leading civil engineering 
institutes ( Moscow state university 
civil Engineering- MsucE, st. Peters-
burg state university of architecture & 
civil Engineering- sPsuacE) and other 
institutes and departments (including 
northern (arctic) federal university) 
the problem -  to improve the gradu-
ate qualification level- was designated. 
this furthers the possible performance 
of self-development assignments on a 
tight schedule at previously required 
ssd hours.   

this is currently important in 
implementing final qualification projects 
(fQP) (diploma-projects) where the 
performance period for specialists is 16 
weeks, while for Bachelors-10 weeks. 
However, the fQP content is insig-
nifi-cantly reduced as the project itself 
insignificantly such specific coherently 
integrated sections as architecture, 
engineering and organizational-techno-
logical elements, as well as other types 
of project development. the problem 
solution could be not the fQP content 
reduction itself, but designing guide-
lines and reference data which would 
decrease the effort intensity in perform-
ing the fQP by means of consolidated 
indices. such indices could be relevant 
r&d projects of administering depart-
ments in collaboration with leading 
regional project (design) and construc-
tion organizations.  

there are five administering depart-
ments in the architecture and civil Engi-
neering institute of  northern (arctic) 
federal university n.a. M.V. lomono-
sov: Engineering geology, Bases and 
foundations (EgB&f), Engineering 
constructions and architecture (Ec&a),  
construction operations (technol-
ogy) (co), Highway department (Hd), 
chemistry and Ecology in construction 
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(c&Ec). Highly-qualified specialists 
and Bachelors of different professional 
domains and profiles in civil Engineer-
ing have graduated from this institute. 

traditionally, fQP is considered to 
be an interdisciplinary diploma-project 
within the framework of three basically 
interrelated departments (Eg B&f, Ec&a 
and co).   final qualification projects in 
Highway department and c&Ec signifi-
cantly differ from those in other depart-
ments, thus, these departments were not 
included (table 1).  

three major sections (architecture, 
engineering and organizational-techno-
logical) are included in the interdiscipli-
nary diploma-project [�, 4]),i.e. relevant 
to the administering departments. the 
content scope of each section  directly 
depends on:  

selected department where this  
or that fQP will be executed; 



Table. 1. Basic FQP Content Characteristic Features in Organizing
Constructuion Operations (technology). 

speciality (professional domain)  
or profile; 
approved final qualification  
project topic; 
project development task; 
reference data for specific tasks. 
 
there are three major sections in 

the interdisciplinary diploma-project 
where the most difficult one is consid-
ered to be the organizational-techno-
logical, especially the calendar plan-
ning (cP) which is executed within the 
framework of construction operation 
(technology) department.  

organizational process design 
(oPd) within the interdisciplinary 
diploma-project is rather time-con-
suming due to the fact of calculating 
the overall quantity of work, as well 
as determining the labour require-
ments of working and computer time 








speciality / profile 
admini- 
stering

department

content 
scope

%

designed common technical document (ctd) 

type
detail level  
of calendar 

plan 
reference data 

specialist degree

industrial and civil  
Engineering (icE)

EgB&f
10…12

PEP 

activity  
summary 

consolidated indices /  
or comparable  

Ec&a

co (t)
20…25 Work  

activities 
Project design 

Expertise and Property  
Management (EPM) 17…20 cMP  

(construction 
management 

plan) 

construction 
stages 

(activity  
summary)Building design (Bd) Ec&a 10…12 consolidated indices /  

or comparable  

Bachelor degree

industrial and civil  
Engineering (icE)

Ec&a 10…12
PEP 

activity  
summary

consolidated indices /  
or comparable  

co (t)
20…25 Work activi-

ties 
Project design 

Expertise and Property  
Management (EPM) 17…20

cMP
construction 

stages 
(activity  

summary)
structural  

Engineering (sE) Ec&a 10…12 consolidated indices /  
or comparable  

construction  
in north climatic  

conditions (cncc)
EgB&f 10…12 PEP activity  

summary
consolidated indices /  

or comparable  underground  
constructions, Bases  

and foundations(ucBf) 
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to develop database sources for design-
ing the calendar plan itself.  different 
organizational – technological (design) 
documentation (otd) of calendar plans 
[5- p. 41] have various detail levels 
which depend on the following: 

site improvements (construction 
engineering); 
hierarchy level where the oPd type 
is considered; 
stated objectives and targets of 
oPd; 
specialization (profile) of construc-
tion and assembly organization 
(cao); 
designers’ and users’ competence in 
documentation development. 

Earlier, to develop construction 
management plans (cMP) consolidated 
requirement norms of different resources 
(for example, 1 million rub. estimated 
cost of construction-assembly operations) 
existed and were widely used in different 
sectors. today, as such a system has not 
been updated its application is becoming 
more and more complicated. as a result, 
students experience distinct difficulty 
in performing self-development assign-
ments and / or final qualification projects 
as they do not have the possibility to 
look through the overall engineering 
design package. in this case, developing 
skills in calculating the overall quan-
tity of work is important for different 
disciplines (construction technology and 
others; organization, management and 
planning, etc.). 

 this could be an advantage, 
however, providing that within inter-
disciplinary self-development activities 
once obtained results in one discipline 
become the reference data for another 
discipline, and then alternatively it 
involves the following:  

1) performance of self-development 
activities is deferred due to the com-
pulsory repetitive calculations, as each 
discipline itself includes its individually 
specific construction sites and their ele-
ments, and these calculations could be 
identical;  

2) new knowledge acquisition is 











retarded as this knowledge becomes 
“invisible” in the enormous “run-over” 
of time-consuming calculations.  

the above-mentioned issues are 
currently very important in performing 
interdisciplinary diploma-projects. as 
the diversity of otd is significant and 
the detail level of the project is differ-
ent within each specific stage of civil 
engineering [5, p. 41], then the follow-
ing aspects should be formulated:

content scope of relevant final quali-
fication project section; 
type of designed otd;
detail level of specific documents;
possible application of consolidated 
comparable indices determined  
within the framework of r&d 
projects executed in the department 
of construction operations (tech-
nology) and other similar leading 
university departments. 

on the basis of all the above-stated 
and review of existing long-term experi-
ence in progress of tutorial of diploma-
projects, the organizational framework 
of the fQP, including different spe-
cialities and profiles, as well as those 
being executed in various administering 
departments, was systematized  (table 
1). 

the calendar plan can be consid-
ered as the fundamental document, as 
it is included in the otd designed at 
different stages of oPd: 

construction site calendar plan [6, p. 
16] within the construction manage-
ment plan (cMP);  
consolidated calendar plan within 
activity management plan (aMP)  
and/or detailed project execution 
plan (PEP) plus specified activity 
summary;  
calendar plan of construction project 
[7, p. 9] included in PEP. 

the following flow diagram of  otd 
type selection and its specification   
clearly illustrate the calendar plan clas-
sification (fig. 1).

these methodological approaches 
are only suggestive and can vary in the 
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Fig. 1. Flow Fiagram  of  OTD type Selection and its Specification.

End

* i&cE- industrial and civil Engineering
** E*PM-Expertise and Property Management
*** aE- architectural Engineering
****cE- civil Engineering
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context of relevant substantiation and 
this, in its turn, depends on such factors 
as project targets, availability of base 
data, specification and standards and 
other necessary information. customer 
demands in this or that project can also 
be taken into account which would be 
executed within the framework of r&d 
activities of relevant department. 

the application of suggested recom-
mendations could improve the quality 
of final qualification projects due to the 
decreased time-consuming data base 
search for the organizational framework 
of the interdisciplinary diploma-project, 
and, as a result, released time could be 
used for a more detailed study of  the 

profile section included in the fQP.   
the above-mentioned facts are of 

significant importance in enhancing 
engineering education, improving its 
quality level and solving those current 
questions arising during the execution 
of interdisciplinary diploma-projects in 
construction institutions (institutes and 
departments). suggested recommenda-
tions could be instructive for students 
and fQP tutors of different specialities 
and profiles and could be included in 
advanced training and continuing edu-
cation courses.
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